THE
WORLD’S
BEST
VAPORIZER
OUR MISSION

At PAX, our mission is to create the best vaporizers in the world. It’s our goal to deliver the most consistent, satisfying vapor experience from the moment you pick up a PAX, to the moment you put it down.
ABOUT VAPORIZATION

Vaporizers unlock the experience of loose leaf material much like the way tea works. Just as tea gently heats leaves to release only the desired flavor and caffeine, our technology also unlocks the volatiles of plant material at low heat, releasing targeted compounds and flavors in the form of vapor.
PAX features a stunning array of innovations that make it the highest performing vaporizer on the market.

**DISCREET**
Compact design that fits in your pocket. Polished aluminum shell available in 4 colors.

**EFFICIENT**
High capacity battery life for long lasting use. Deep oven for consistent heat and optimal vapor production.

**INTELLIGENT**
Four heat settings and motion sensing technology that optimizes power and temperature during use.

**SIMPLE**
One button interface and an LED light indicator that communicates power and temperature.

**HIDDEN FEATURES**
 Comes equipped with hidden games, light settings and tones.
COLOR ASSORTMENT

Charcoal
Platinum
Flare
Topaz
“Smaller, lighter and faster - our favorite vaporizer has been redesigned. An improvement on the original in every way.”

COOL HUNTING
DESIGN & SPECIFICATIONS

**OVEN LID**
Simple to open and close magnetic oven lid

**OVEN**
Deep oven that provides consistent heat and vapor
PAX is refined and durable. Built to last with the highest grade parts, and backed with a 10-year warranty.

**POWER**
Rechargeable lithium ion battery that can last up to 5 sessions

**LED INTERFACE**
LED indicator shows heat levels, battery life and hidden features

**MOUTHPIECE**
Power PAX on and off by pressing on the mouthpiece
INCLUDED IN THE BOX

Everything you need to get started with your PAX device.
ACCESSORIES FOR SALE

FLAT MOUTHPIECE  QTY/2-Pack

RAISED MOUTHPIECE  QTY/2-Pack

OVEN LID  QTY/1-Pack

PACK OF SCREENS  QTY/3-Pack

CHARGING KIT  QTY/1-Pack charging cradle and USB cord
START LIVING THE #PAXLIFE
Interested in learning more or becoming a PAX Labs Authorized reseller? Contact Your Territory Distributor.

Paul Robinson
probinson@x-tremevideo.com
UK : +44 20 3769 2474  |  SP : +34 910 60 22 51  |  FR : +33 (0)5 59 41 53 08

NOT FOR SALE TO MINORS